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Attosecond X-ray pulses are short enough to capture snapshots of molecules
undergoing nonadiabatic electron and nuclear dynamics at conical intersections
(CoIns). We show that a stimulated Raman probe induced by a combination of an
attosecond and a femtosecond pulse has a unique temporal and spectral resolution
for probing the nonadiabatic dynamics and detecting the ultrafast (4.5 fs) passage
through a CoIn. This is demonstrated by a multiconfigurational self-consistent-field
study of the dynamics and spectroscopy of the furan ring-opening reaction.
Trajectories generated by surface hopping simulations were used to predict
Attosecond Stimulated X-ray Raman Spectroscopy signals at reactant and product
structures as well as representative snapshots along the conical intersection seam.
The signals are highly sensitive to the changes in nonadiabatically coupled
electronic structure and geometry. VC 2015 Author(s). All article content, except
where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0
Unported License. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4933007]
I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of short femto- to picosecond light pulses,1 it became possible to
monitor molecular reactions in real time and determine ultrafast reaction rates.2 Ultrafast photo-
induced reactions are widely investigated in photochemistry and photobiology. Prominent exam-
ples are the photo damage and repair of the DNA bases,3–6 the initial event in the process of
vision,7,8 electrocyclic photoreactions,9–12 photodissociations,13,14 and energy and charge trans-
fer processes.15 Ultrafast photodynamics is essential to current and emerging energy conversion
and optical storage technologies. In many cases the observed dynamics can only be explained
by the existence of conical intersections (CoIns)16 a concept which has been established theo-
retically. CoIns are points where the molecule reaches a geometry for which potential energy
surfaces of different electronic states come close in energy and may even become degenerate,
and the Born-Oppenheimer (BO) approximation breaks down. The electronic and nuclear
motions are strongly coupled and the molecule can rapidly relax nonradiatively to the lower
lying electronic states, often all the way down to the ground state. A still existing caveat is that
the rapid passage through a CoIn had so far prevented its direct spectroscopic observation.
Only indirect evidence is available by recording the ultrafast changes in the spectroscopic
signals of the reactants and the products in a pump-probe set up. CoIns lately became the focus
of attention in the attosecond community.17 Attosecond X-ray pulses have the capacity to probe
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the ultrafast electron and nuclear dynamics through CoIn. Attosecond pulses are now produced
by high harmonic tabletop sources,18–21 and much brighter femtosecond X-ray pulses are made
possible by free electron lasers.22,23
In this paper, we show how this may be accomplished by a novel spectroscopic detection
scheme, Attosecond Stimulated X-ray Raman Spectroscopy (ASRS), depicted in Fig. 1. The
molecule interacts with 3 pulses. The first UV actinic pulse, k1, initiates the ring-opening reac-
tion. After a time delay T, the molecule evolves to a superposition of valence states described
by the density matrix qabðTÞ ¼ cacb. It then interacts with two X-ray pulses k2 and k3. The
50 femtosecond Raman pump k2 with frequency x2 is resonant with a core transition. The
Raman probe k3 is broadband (100 attosecond) with mean frequency x3 red-shifted from x2.
The Raman pump bandwidth is narrow compared with the lifetime broadening of the core tran-
sition and cannot induce an electronic Raman transition on its own. For example, a 30-fs pump
has a FWHM bandwidth of 0.06 eV compared with the 0.13 eV lifetime broadening of the O1s
core hole.24 The signal is defined as the difference in the frequency dispersed transmission of
the k3 pulse with and without the Raman pump. This technique is commonly used in vibrational
Raman spectroscopy, where it is known as femtosecond stimulated Raman spectroscopy
(FSRS).25–27
We assume an oriented sample, with both pump and probe having the same polarization vec-
tor, . The transition dipole moments (TDMs) can then be replaced with their projection along this
vector (that is, Vij ¼ Vij  ). Assuming a monochromatic Raman pump E2ðxÞ ¼ dðx x2Þ, the
ASRS signal is given by28
FIG. 1. Physical picture of the Attosecond Stimulated X-ray Raman Spectroscopy experiment. (a) Pulse sequence shown in
the time (top) and frequency (bottom) domains. The UV actinic pump k1 initiates the reaction, and after time delay T, the
time coincident narrow femtosecond pump k2 and broad attosecond probe X-ray pulses k3 interact with molecule to gener-
ate the ASRS signal. (b) Energy level diagram and transition process involved in ASRS detection. State variables are
according to Eqs. (2)–(3): a, b, c, valence-excited states (including the ground state g); x, y, core-excited states. Energy
order in each manifold is arbitrary. (c) The two loop diagrams that contribute to the signal [Eq. (1)]. Both diagrams show a
wavefunction evolution pathway along b x c y a, but vary in the interaction with the Raman sequence in either
the bra or the ket side of the loop (see ref 66 for diagram rules).
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Sðx x2;x2; TÞ ¼ Siðx x2;x2; TÞ þ Siiðx x2;x2; TÞ; (1)
Si x x2;x2; Tð Þ ¼ Im
X
abcxy
qab Tð ÞVbxVxcVcyVyaE3 xð ÞE3 x xabð Þ
x2  xxb  icxbð Þ x2  xya þ icya
 
x x2  xac þ iCacð Þ
; (2)
Sii x x2;x2; Tð Þ ¼ Im
X
abcxy
qab Tð ÞVbxVxcVcyVyaE3 xð ÞE3 x xabð Þ
x xxb þ iCxbð Þ x xyb þ iCybð Þ x x2  xcb þ iCcbð Þ
: (3)
The two contributing terms Si and Sii can be, respectively, read off diagrams i and ii in
Fig. 1(c). a, b, and c denote valence excited states (including the ground state), whereas x and
y represent core-excited states, ca is the lifetime broadening of state a with Cab ¼ ca þ cb;
cab ¼ ca  cb, and xab ¼ xa  xb stands for the energy difference. E3ðxÞ is the Raman probe
envelope. We also assumed that the electronic Hamiltonian does not change considerably dur-
ing the fast interaction with the Raman probe (i.e., we neglect the dynamics during the interac-
tion of the attosecond pulse). This is justified, since the X-ray Raman process occurs within the
core lifetime ð5 fsÞ,29 whereby the nuclear motions are frozen. We watch the system valence
dynamics by monitoring the signal variation with the time delay T.
We show that ASRS captures the geometrical and electronic structure changes when a
CoIn is reached and passed, and can discriminate reactant, product, and CoIns with high sensi-
tivity. This is confirmed by a complete active space self-consistent-field (CASSCF) spectro-
scopic study of the dynamics and relaxation pathways in the ring opening of photoexcited
furan. Trajectories were generated by surface hopping nonadiabatic molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations, and ASRS signals were calculated at selected snapshots.
II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Passage through a conical intersection in a model system
The ultrafast passage through conical intersections is an example of a nonadiabatic transi-
tion—a fundamental problem in many chemical and biological systems.30 The CoIn relaxation
timescale and branching ratios are controlled by the topology of the branching space around the
CoIn, the 2D subspace of nuclear degrees of freedom which lifts the degeneracy.16 To set the
stage for the ASRS signals of the nonadiabatic dynamics of a complex molecular system, i.e.,
the ring opening reaction of furan, we first illustrate the power of the technique with help of a
simple model (see scheme in Fig. 2(e)) that captures the essentials of CoIn-mediated relaxation
processes. 4 valence states, g (the ground state), e; e2, and e3, are coupled to 2 core excited
states, f and f2. A conical intersection is created by g and e. Starting from a bright e state, the
dynamics is incorporated phenomenologically, by varying the energy gap between e and g
(from 1 eV to 0 eV and back to 1 eV) as well as TDMs between g; e and core-excited states (all
parameters provided in supplementary Note 131).
The passage through a CoIn can in principle occur via three mechanisms. This is depicted
in Figs. 2(a)–2(c) (left). Starting from a pure e state, states g and e switch state character (e.g.,
closed shell $ pp) after the passage. The passage can occur (i) via a diabatic mechanism,
where the wavepacket relaxes to the ground state and keeps the state character, (ii) via an adia-
batic mechanism, where the wavepacket stays in the excited state with the character inter-
changed, or (iii) via a branching mechanism which gradually mixes the former two.32 Using the
same set of energies and TDMs, different passing mechanisms are modeled by different time
evolution of the quantum amplitudes (supplementary Fig. 1).
Figures 2(a)–2(c) (right) depict the simulated ASRS signals. Signal at the initial time
(T ¼ ) is the same for the three mechanisms. It is recaptured on top of Fig. 2(d) to demon-
strate the ASRS peak features. Three major peaks contributed from diagram i (ii) are labeled
by an A (1 and 2). For all these peaks, the same ASRS-active transition e f2  e3  f2  e
(see Fig. 2(e)) is assigned, in the order of b x c y a. Resonances are generated
when one or several factors in the denominator of Eqs. (2) and (3) vanishes: x appears only
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once in Si and resonances are attributed to c a valence transition (x x2 ¼ xac); x appears
three times in Sii, indicating resonances to b c valence transition (x x2 ¼ xcb), or b y
or b x core deexcitation (x ¼ xyb or x ¼ xxb). A single resonance from either diagram
exhibits absorptive lineshape, and captures the valence transition information. The two absorp-
tive peaks A and 2 correspond to the single valence resonance e e3 and e3  e, respectively.
Their transition energies 5.0 eV and 5.0 eV can be read off the top axis (photon energy rela-
tive to x2). Sii intensities can be greatly enhanced when two or three denominator factors
approach zero at the same time (double- or triple-resonance), creating a dispersive-like line-
shape. Among the multiple transitions, the double resonances for the same core transitions
(x ¼ xxb ¼ xyb) are the easiest to be satisfied. The dispersive peaks are an effective probe for
core transitions. Peak 1 corresponds to double resonances of the e f2 core transition. The
transition energy 532.0 eV (spreading 531.5–532.5 eV) can be read off the bottom axis (absolute
photon energy). The dispersive peak magnitude depends on the core hole lifetime (supplemen-
tary Fig. 2).
FIG. 2. Signals of a model system passing a conical intersection (T¼ 0) under 3 different mechanisms. (a)–(c) Left:
Illustration of 3 mechanisms for passing a CoIn constituted by ground state g and valence excited state e, starting (T ¼ )
from a wavepacket with only e populated, jwi ¼ 1:0jei þ 0jgi. States with different characters are colored by purple and
gold, and arrows show the wavepacket evolution. Solid lines, adiabatic representation; dashes, diabatic representation.
Right: 2D-plot of the simulated ASRS signals for the model system (defined in panel e) at different time under each mecha-
nism. (a) Diabatic passage. The system relaxes to state g while the state character persists (purple line). We assume the








jgi into jwþi ¼ 0jei þ 1:0jgi in our model. (b) Adiabatic process. The system
remains in state e, but the state character changes. We set jw0i ¼ jwþi ¼ jei ¼ jwi. (c) Branching mechanism with partial
















jgi. (d) 1D slices of initial and final
ASRS signals with respect to absolute (bottom axis) and relative (top axis) photon energies. Initial signal is decomposed as
Si and Sii, and peaks are labeled. (e) Level scheme of the model of 4 valence and 2 core states. g and e have a switch in state
character after the CoIn passage (purple and gold), and no change is assumed for other states (black). State energies are
labeled. Only xe and xg vary during the process, to give a energy gap 1.0 eV at T ¼ =þ and 0.0 eV at T¼ 0. Additional
parameters are given in supplementary Note 1. ASRS-active transitions at initial and final (diabatic and adiabatic passage)
time are indicated by arrows.
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Under the three mechanisms, signals evolve differently as different transitions are activated.
For the diabatic passage (Fig. 2(a)), the involved state e is gradually transformed into g. At the
final time (T ¼ þ), the active transition is g f2  e3  f2  g (Fig. 2(e)). In the diabatic
model, the ASRS signal provides a direct probe of the populated state character irrespective of
the energy order. The energy order switch leads to a red shift of peak A and a blue shift of
peaks 1 and 2 by 1.0 eV (¼ xeg). Clear signal changes are observed during the adiabatic pas-
sage (Fig. 2(b)). This is because a different type of transition e f  e2  f  e (Fig. 2(e))
is probed as time goes (while contribution of the initial transition channel decays) and uniquely
remains till the end. Two absorptive peaks at x x2 ¼ 2:0; 2:0 eV from Si and Sii probe sin-
gle valence resonance e e2 and e2  e, respectively. A dispersive Sii peak at x¼ 525.0 eV
(spreading 524.5–525.5 eV) probes the double core resonance e f. In the 2D signal of
Fig. 2(b), these new peaks become gradually stronger, and the Si and Sii peaks manifest blue
and red shifts. Figure 2(c) gives the signals of a prototypic population branching mechanism.
Significant signal changes are observed during the passage, which arise from the adiabatic path-
way. At the final time, the system is still in a superposition of states e and g (supplementary
Fig. 1(c)), and the final signal combines features of the former two mechanistic limiting cases
(Fig. 2(d)).
B. Semiclassical molecular dynamics simulations of furan
Nonadiabatic MD simulations of the relaxation of photo-excited furan were performed
using Tully’s fewest switch trajectory surface hopping (TSH) algorithm.33 100 250-fs trajecto-
ries were generated where 4 low-lying singlet valence states (S0–S3) were considered at the
state-averaged CASSCF level. The simulations started with a bright pp state S2 prepared
by the actinic pump and shortly underwent a population redistribution to S1 (supplementary
Fig. 3). Then in an average time of 95 fs, S1=S0 CoIn structures were reached with smooth var-
iation from deformed to ring opening geometries. Most trajectories ended in the ground state
S0, in agreement with previous predictions.
34 Both pathways, the deformation,35 as well as
relaxations through a ring opening, were observed.
Snapshots were selected, aiming to study the signal change (1) among the reactant, S1=S0
conical intersection, and product; and (2) during the diabatic/adiabatic passage of the CoIn. The
conical intersections are not isolated points but form multidimensional seams. Signals for sev-
eral CoIns within the seam are compared in supplementary Fig. 13. Nuclear coordinates and
amplitudes of electronic states were used for the ASRS signal calculations. We had increased
the number of states (from 4 S0–S3 to 10 V0–V9) and basis set (6-31G* to aug-cc-pVDZ) to
achieve more accurate and broad signals. The amplitudes of S0–S3 were projected into the
new basis set, and the original S1/S0 CoIn can be tracked as the V1/V0 CoIn (supplementary
Note 2).
C. Signals at the reactant, conical intersection, and product configurations
To observe the structural changes around the C–O bond in the ring opening reaction, we
focused on the core excitations at the O1s edge. This avoids the complexity caused by multiple
core centers at the C1s edge.36 50 core excited states (C1–C50) were computed with the state-
averaged restricted-active-space SCF (RASSCF) method.37 The Raman pump frequency was set
to 533.0 eV. A Gaussian spectral envelope E3ðxÞ ¼ er
2ðxx3Þ2=2 was used for the broadband
probe pulse, with x3 set to 528.0 eV and pulse duration r¼ 100 as. Most trajectories followed
the ring opening pathway, where a possible product is a 3-membered ring. We picked one
trajectory, traj. 3, which ran into a comparable geometry, and selected 3 snapshots at T¼ 0.0 fs
(Reac-3), 62.5 fs (CoIn-3), and 231.0 fs (Prod-3) as representative structures for the reactant,
conical intersection, and product (see structures in Fig. 3(c)). The resulting ASRS signals
displayed in Fig. 3(a) reveal strong variations in both shapes and magnitudes. This is to be
expected due to the drastic changes in geometry and electronic structure. Absolute magnitude
of the signals are sensitive to transition dipole moments due to the quadratic dependence [Eqs.
(2) and (3)]. Here, Reac-3 has absolute intensity 103 orders lower than the others simply
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because small X component of TDM between active valence and core states (it is a nearly pla-
nar structure put in the XY plane and we set the photon X-polarized).
The dominant peaks from diagram i (ii) are labeled by A, B, C (1, 2, 3). Separate plots of
Si and Sii contributions are provided in supplementary Fig. 4; experimentally, we only observe
their sum. Peaks assignments are given in Table I. Peak 1 of Reac-3 is interpreted as
V8  C23  V4  C23  V8. Triple resonances lead to a strong dispersive peak. Valence tran-
sition frequency xðV4Þ  xðV8Þ ¼ 1:4 eV and core transition frequency xðC23Þ  xðV8Þ
¼ 531:7 eV can be directly read from the top and bottom axes, respectively. Peak 3 of Prod-3
probes double resonances for the core transitions V0  C1. Mixing of different channels
appears in CoIn-3. The impurity is caused by the two constituting states V0 and V1 (projected
FIG. 3. Signals for reactant, conical intersection, and product geometries. (a) Simulated O1s ASRS signals of furan at 3
snapshots along trajectory 3: reactant Reac-3, conical intersection CoIn-3, and product Prod-3. Intense peaks contributed
by diagrams i (ii) are labeled by A (1 and 2). Envelopes of pulses 2 and 3 (E2 and E3) are shown on the top. (b) Simulated
artificial “O1s XANES spectra” at these snapshots and the optimized ground-state geometry. Stems label calculated O1s
IPs. (c) Corresponding geometries, with C–O distances given in Å. (d) Assignment of major transitions. Percentages in pa-
renthesis are contributions of the specified major transitions divided by Si or Sii. (e) Raman transitions are analyzed in terms
of the natural transition orbitals (NTOs),38–40 where dominant particle (left) and hole (right) orbital pairs are plotted with
contour isovalue¼ 0.08.
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from S0 and S1; supplementary Note 2), which have close energy (ca. 0.1 eV) and similar state
population. For instance, peak 2 (from Sii) is interpreted as V0;1  C2  V1;0  C2  V1;0.
To see the involved valence transitions between the two states, we decomposed the signal into
each (b, c) pair as the Sii channel probes the b c valence transition. This assigns a mixture
of anti-Stokes transition V0  V1 (47%) and Rayleigh transitions V0  V0 (26%) and V1
 V1 (15%).
We had further analyzed the valence Raman transitions in terms of the natural transition
orbitals (NTOs)38–40 (Figs. 3(d) and 3(e)). The NTOs obtained from singular value decomposi-
tion of the spin-summed transition density matrix provide a visual illustration of each transition
through one or several hole and particle orbitals (NTO pairs). For instance, the V8  V4 to
transition of Reac-3 (peak 1) is mainly characterized by the creation of an electron in the delo-
calized, bonding p orbital and a hole in the localized, anti-bonding C-pz orbitals. CoIn-3 is a
biradical. Peak A is characterized as V9  V0 transition, through which the biradicals on the
two terminals become more delocalized. By contrast, in peaks B and C, the electrons are trans-
ferred from a delocalized p orbital to be more localized on the two terminals. For peak 2, the
NTOs picture the electron movement for the V0  V1 transition.
Figure 3(b) gives the simulated O1s X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) spectra
from the ground state at each geometry. Even though these are not experimental observables
(since the molecule is in a superposition of valence states instead of ground state), they provide
a window into the transition energies and dipole moments. In CoIn-3 and Prod-3, the C–O
bond is broken and the oxygen site becomes a radical. This leads to a 3–4 eV red shift for the
main peak positions in the simulated XANES spectra, as compared to GS or Reac-3. A similar
red shift was observed experimentally in the C1s XANES spectra of the  CH3 radical.41 Unlike
XANES, there is no large global shift in the ASRS signals because the broadband pulse covers
a wide region (ca. 10 eV, top of Fig. 3(a)) and can excite different valence-core transitions.
D. Signals in the vicinity of conical intersections
The ASRS signals clearly reveal the rapid passage through a CoIn. We use two MD trajec-
tories 21 and 24 to illustrate the diabatic and adiabatic passage, respectively. Figure 4 displays
the energy and amplitude variation of four states S0–S3 in the first 50 fs of the MD simulations.
Initially, the molecule is excited to the bright S2 state, then it redistributes into S1 during
15.0–25.0 fs, reaching the S1/S0 CoIn at 29.0 fs (traj. 21) or 28.5 fs (traj. 24). The difference is
that the system then turns into S0 in traj. 21, while it remains in S1 in traj. 24. The two consti-
tuting states populations change steeply in the vicinity of a CoIn. We study the passage for 10
consecutive snapshots in a time window of 4.5 fs (26.5–31.0 fs). Each set provides a series
with minor perturbations in chemical structure but show noticeable variations in electronic
structure due to the breakdown of the BO approximation.
Figure 5(a) displays the simulated ASRS signals of traj. 21, where from left to right we
show the total signal and separated contributions arising from populations (q00 and q11) and the
coherence (q01 þ q10) of the two constituting states, V0 and V1. The system gradually evolves
from V1 to V0 (see their amplitudes in Fig. 5(b); other valence states have negligible
TABLE I. ASRS peak assignments. Assignments of major transitions along the entire pathway of wavefunction evolution
b x c y a (Fig. 1(c)) for ASRS peaks defined in Fig. 3(a). Peak positions are in eV.
Geometry peak position b x c y a
Reac-3 1 531.7 V8  C23  V4  C23  V8
CoIn-3 A 527.0 V0;1  C3;4;2  V9  C3;4;2  V0
B 528.3 V0;1  C3;4;2  V6  C3;4;2  V0
C 529.7 V0;1  C3;4  V3  C3;4  V0
2 531.6 V0;1  C2  V1;0  C2  V1;0
Prod-3 3 531.8 V0  C1  V0  C1  V0
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amplitudes, see supplementary Note Fig. 2). The total signal is thus dominated by the q11 compo-
nent first and then by q00. In the middle region (T¼ 28.5–29.5 fs), both states have comparable
populations (thus induce coherence of comparable magnitude), so the total signal is composed by
both population and coherence terms on similar footing. Time-dependent signals exhibit a “jump”
around 29.0 fs (see also 2D contour plot in supplementary Fig. 6), which reflect the geometry and
electronic structure changes in furan when the CoIn is approached. Such signal variation is caused
by the change in valence-core transition dipole moments, and the sensitivity comes from the quad-
ratic dependence which amplifies the difference. The evolution of V0-core and V1-core TDMs is
interpreted in supplementary Fig. 7 by using the corresponding Gaussian convoluted oscillator
strengths, where each exhibits a piecewise function switching at 29.0 fs. Apart from the short tran-
sition period (say, before 28.0 fs and after 29.5 fs), the electronic structure evolves much more
slowly and accordingly the signals show relatively mild changes.
To understand the signal evolution, coherence contributions, and resonances that enhance
the signals during the CoIn, we followed a major absorptive peak at ca. 527 eV (labeled by
“o”), which comes from the Si channel. The peak is interpreted as V1  C3  V9  C3  V1
in the beginning (till 28.0 fs), and V0  C3  V9  C3  V0 in the end (from 29.5 fs). While
in the transition period (28.5–29.0 fs), both V0 and V1 are involved. The switch from V1 to V0
involved in the major transitions indicates that the ASRS signal picks up the state features
regardless of their energy reversal. Underlying valence transitions (V9  V1 or V9  V0) are
interpreted as mainly oxygen p orbital to p transitions by the NTOs (Fig. 5(c)). The NTOs
verify the similar features of active transitions during the time. Meanwhile, they also visualize
the progression for these transitions. As time increases, the hole (particle) orbitals change from
delocalized to localized on the O atom (C-O terminals).
The calculated ASRS signals of traj. 24 is given in Fig. 6(a) to demonstrate the signal evo-
lution during the adiabatic passage of the V1/V0 CoIn. The CoIn is approached at ca. 28.5 fs.
FIG. 4. Time-dependent energies and amplitudes. Time-dependent CASSCF energies (top) and amplitudes (bottom) of
valences states S0–S3 in the first 50 fs of (a) and (b) MD traj. 21 and (c) and (d) traj. 24. The S1/S0 CoIn of the two trajecto-
ries appears at ca. 29.0 fs and 28.5 fs and is characterized as mainly diabatic and adiabatic passage, respectively. A time
window of 4.5 fs (T¼ 26.5–31.0 fs, see dotted boxes) is chosen to study its CoIn passage (enlarged view provided in sup-
plementary Fig. 5). Insets show the superposition of snapshots in the time window, with rmsd change in coordinates of 0.11
and 0.18 Å, respectively. In top panels, cyan crosses denote MD-active states and gray lines are total energies (sum of ki-
netic and potential energies).
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The wavepacket still remains in state V1 after passing the CoIn (in contrast to traj. 21; Fig.
6(b)), while the state character of V1 and V0 interchanges. As a result of the evident total signal
change around the transition point (cf. signals at 27.5 – 29.0 fs in Fig. 6(a); see also 2D plot in
FIG. 5. Rapid variation of ASRS signals in diabatic passage of a conical intersection. (a) Simulated ASRS signals of furan
during the diabatic passage of V1/V0 conical intersection (T¼ 26.5 – 31.0 fs in MD trajectory 21). From left to right, total
signals and contributions from q00 and q11 populations, and q01 þ q10 coherence (0 and 1 refer to states V0 and V1). (b)
Absolute amplitudes of the two constituting states. (c) Major valence transitions (denoted by “o”) visualized by NTOs at
selected time. Dominant hole and particle orbitals are plotted with contour isovalue¼ 0.08.
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supplementary Fig. 8), the absorptive double peaks at 527–528 eV (denoted by “o” and “þ”)
decay while the dispersive, elastic peak (denoted by “E”) at 528.5 eV grows. For instance, peak
“o” comes from V1  C2;3  V9  C2;3  V1 in the beginning and V0  C2;3  V9  
C2;3  V0 transitions in the end. Clear sequence and progression of the NTOs for valence
FIG. 6. Rapid variation of ASRS signals in adiabatic passage of a conical intersection. (a) Simulated ASRS signals of furan
during the adiabatic passage of V1/V0 conical intersection (T¼ 26.5 – 31.0 fs in MD trajectory 24). From left to right, total
signals and contributions from q00 and q11 populations, and q01 þ q10 coherence (0 and 1 refer to states V0 and V1). (b)
Absolute amplitudes of the two constituting states. (c) Major valence transitions for the two main peaks (denoted by “þ”
and “o”) visualized by NTOs at selected time. Dominant hole and particle orbitals are plotted with contour isovalue¼ 0.08.
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Raman transitions is depicted in Fig. 6(c). The peak E corresponds to elastic valence transition
V0  V0 transition at 28.0 fs and V1  V1 since 28.5 fs, both via an intermediate core state
C1. The evolution of V0-core and V1-core TDMs is interpreted in supplementary Fig. 9.
E. Ensemble averaging
Above discussion had shown that the ASRS signals are capable to probe the diabatic or ad-
iabatic passage of a CoIn along an individual trajectory. Experiments however record the en-
semble average of many trajectories which may average out some features. Ensemble averaging
over the complete trajectory evolution would require repeating the whole computational proce-
dure for hundreds (more likely thousands) of trajectories, which is computationally extremely
expensive. We focus on the fast appearance (< 40 fs) of the S1/S0 CoIns of the ring opening
pathway. Within the short period, the trajectories sample a limited phase space and approxi-
mately resemble a compact wavepacket. We performed 300 short 40 fs MD simulations (in
addition to the 100 250 fs MD trajectories), and chose the sub-ensemble of trajectories
approaching the CoIn between 26.5–31.0 fs (most trajectories did not approach the S1/S0 CoIn
within the period). ASRS signals are then evaluated within this narrow time window to obtain
good statistics. Totally 15 trajectories (including trajs. 21 and 24) were selected out (see struc-
tures in supplementary Fig. 10), and the signal evolution of each trajectory was calculated. For
most trajectories, the initial wavepacket at 26.5 fs has a dominant S1 population and mainly
pr character. They constitute a rich set for the evolution of amplitudes (S0  S1) and charac-
ter [p2  ðpÞ1ðrÞ1] to different extent (i.e., including those mainly retain the character). They
show how the signals overlap and how the branching of different pathways would be observed.
It has been shown above that when the electronic structure change is mild, the signal progres-
sion is slowed down. It is therefore reasonable to assume that the omitted trajectories contribute
a smooth background within this time window.
Figure 7 displays the simulated averaged signal. It exhibits two clear regions contributed
mainly from Si and Sii, respectively, and include two absorptive (labeled by “o” and “*”) and
one dispersive major features (“E”). Features of individual features can still be recognized. One
important reason is that absolute signal intensity of individual trajectory varies by orders of
1–100 (due to the sensitivity to the TDMs). For instance, traj. 21 contributes to the feature “o”
starting at 29.0 fs, while traj. 24 makes invisible contribution (cf. intensity scales in supplemen-
tary Figs. 6 and 8). Statistics selects out those trajectories with strong intensities, with limited
smearing effect by others. Additional feature “*” in the Si region comes from the V8  V1
FIG. 7. Statistical average. Two-dimensional plot of the simulated ASRS signals averaged over 15 trajectories during the
period 26.5–31.0 fs. The signals feature two evident regions (dashes are added to guide eyes), which mainly come from the
Si and Sii channels, respectively. Three peak features are labeled as “o,” “*” (absorptive peaks) and “E” (dispersive peak) at
where they appear or disappear.
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transition which starts to disappear at around 28.5 fs, indicating a CoIn at this region (see a
constituting trajectory contribution in supplementary Fig. 11). Thus, the ASRS technique has its
own capacity to record the main feature and turning point of different channels according to
their signal intensities. Those with large absolute intensities are highly visible in the averaged
signal. The Sii region exhibits evident red shift. A dispersive feature “E” appears at around 27.5
fs and then gradually increases in intensity. It corresponds to mainly V1  V1 (and slightly
V0  V0) elastic transition and appears in many trajectories (see a contributing trajectory in
supplementary Fig. 12). Since this peak resonates with the state with p2 character, the increase
in intensity qualitatively refers to the yield via the adiabatic passage. Thus, it indicates branch-
ing of different trajectories between the adiabatic and diabatic relaxation channels upon passage
of the CoIn. The ASRS technique provides the required selectivity to record the distinct relaxa-
tion channels which arise from non Born-Oppenheimer branching events in the vicinity of
CoIn.
III. CONCLUSIONS
ASRS signals of photo-excited furan simulated at the CASSCF level reveal microscopic
details of the ring-opening pathways. ASRS is highly sensitive to the electronic structure and
serves as a probe for its variation during ultrafast reactions. The signals calculated for represen-
tative snapshots provide clear signatures which allow to discriminate reactant, product, and
transient conical intersection structures as well as different CoIn structures in the seam (supple-
mentary Fig. 13). Furthermore, the nonadiabatic transitions in the vicinity of conical intersec-
tions can be resolved by the proposed technique. Underlying physical processes of major ASRS
peaks have been analyzed in detail. Absorptive and dispersive peaks have been interpreted:
mathematically, they come from the single- and multiple- (double and triple) resonances,
respectively, and chemically, they map out the valence and core resonance information,
respectively.
In the ASRS technique, the attosecond pulse serves as a sharp time mark and ruler to accu-
rately measure the time delay T to the actinic pump—by scanning T, the system dynamics can
be monitored. Attosecond pulses have a broadband spectrum. For example, pulse duration of
100 attoseconds cover an energy range of 10–20 eV. This offers a broader window into elec-
tronic valence transitions. It is thus capable to follow the entire valence state evolution regard-
less of changing inter-valence transition moments or vanishing energy gap during the valence
state relaxation dynamics. Attosecond pulses can be generated in the X-ray or XUV regime.
When the carrier frequency falls in the X-ray regime, the spectroscopy is element-specific. By
tuning the pulse frequency to excite the atom that is directly involved in the bond breaking, the
chemical structure change during the reaction can be localized and followed.
In the vicinity of a conical intersection, electronic changes become increasingly rapid as
the populations of the two constituting states are switched. The ASRS technique has the tempo-
ral resolution for monitoring these changes and detecting the appearance of a CoIn. Moreover,
the combination of narrowband and broadband pulses in the Raman probe sequence facilitates
unprecedented spectral resolution compared to X-ray absorption. When a CoIn is approached,
additional coherence terms emerge from the off-diagonal elements of the density matrix and
affect the ASRS signals. ASRS should provide a novel way for the powerful characterization of
conical intersections, which are essential to the understanding of ultrafast photo-induced chemi-
cal reactions. Due to the high density of states of core excitations, it should deliver clear signa-
tures of CoIn mediated dynamics, even for situations with vanishing energy gaps of valence
electronic states which are often hampered by inter valence transition moments and the limited
bandwidth of optical probe techniques.8
To date, the direct time-resolved experimental probing of conical intersections is rare. Most
reported experiments have indirect circumstantial evidence of their presence, by probing the
fast dynamics of a vibrational wave packet passing through a conical intersection8,42 or via the
product branching ratio.43 Ultrafast femtosecond techniques can locate the CoIn with resolution
of a few tens of femtoseconds.44 Recent examples that are sensitive directly to the change in
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electronic structure include high harmonic generation study of NO2,
45 X-ray ionization and
fragmentation of hexane,46 and the Auger probe of thymine.47 ASRS signals offer a new possi-
bility for capturing signatures of conical intersections. The technique provides a measure for
coupled electron nuclear dynamics by mapping the instantaneous occupied valence state on
core excitations. The incorporation of dephasing effects due to vibrational motions on different
potential energy surfaces will be an important subject for future research. By combining
femtosecond-attosecond pump-probe pulses for X-ray Raman detection, broadband signals are
recorded in a single shot, making ASRS a promising tool for nonlinear X-ray spectroscopy.
IV. METHODS
A. MD simulation
Trajectories were simulated using the NewtonX 1.2 package48,49 modified50 to be compati-
ble with Molpro.51 The starting points for the individual trajectories were 100 structures taken
out of a Wigner phase space distribution along the normal modes of the optimized ground state.
Optimization and vibrational frequencies were calculated at the CCSD(T)/6-31G* level.
Nonadiabatic dynamics was simulated using the TSH algorithm.33 No thermostat was used.
Energies, gradients, and nonadiabatic couplings were computed every 0.5 fs at the CASSCF/
6-31G* level averaged over 4 states. The (10, 9) active space was employed which consists of
the entire p-system of furan and both CO-r bonds and all corresponding antibonding orbitals
(supplementary Fig. 14). The nonadiabatic coupling was evaluated only for states closer than
2 eV. Snapshots were then harvested for signal calculations.
B. Transition dipole moments between valence and core states
The MD provided wavefunctions (jWMCSCFn i) and amplitudes (dn) of 4 valence states
(n¼S0–S3) at each geometry. However, the 6-31G* basis set used in these trajectories is not
suitable for core hole calculations since it does not adequately describe the short-range asymp-
totic behavior of the core hole states. We therefore switched to a larger aug-cc-pVDZ basis
set.52 Point test with the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set,52 verified36 for well description of the core
excited furan, was also performed and similar results were obtained (supplementary Fig. 15).
The TDMs between the core and valence states are easier to calculate with the same basis set.
We recalculated the valence excited states using the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set, and projected the
amplitudes dn into the new basis set (cm) (supplementary Note 2). Additional states are needed
in order to cover reasonably broad energy range for the ASRS spectroscopy. 10 valence states
(V0–V9) and 50 core-excited states (C1–C50) were computed. This provided low-lying valence
excited states up till 10 eV and core states up till the ionic potential (IP). The Molpro pack-
age51 was used for valence and core calculations. The CASSCF method was used for valence
calculations. For validation, we calculated the artificial “UV absorption” spectra at different
active space sizes. Even though this is not a physical observable at geometries other than GS, it
provides a good test for the accuracy of the calculated TDMs. Comparison of different active
space sizes for selected geometries shows that the active space with 10 orbitals and 10 electrons
led to converged spectra (supplementary Figs. 16(a)–16(b)). This active space was used for
valence state calculations at all geometries.
MCSCF core state calculations were initiated in the 1980s by Ågren and co-workers.53–56
In recent years, Odelius et al.57 first employed the state-averaged RASSCF method37 in con-
junction with the state-interaction treatment of SO effects58 for metal L-edge XANES and
RIXS calculations. We started with the optimized 10-state-averaged valence wavefunction and
employed RASSCF to calculate the core states. The O1s core orbital was frozen and set with a
single occupation (RAS1). For geometries other than GS and Reac-3, we selected 10 orbitals in
the RAS2 space, which allows full configuration interaction (CI). For GS and ground-state-like
geometry Reac-3 with mainly closed-shell feature, only 4 orbitals are set in the RAS2 space
while 20 more orbitals are included in the RAS3 space with maximum occupation of 1 electron.
This gives additional states in the high-energy region, as required for better agreement of the
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calculated “O1s XANES spectroscopy” with experiment. Similarly, different active spaces had
been tested for selected geometries to verify the accuracy of the calculated TDMs (supplemen-
tary Figs. 16(c)–16(d)). The O1s IP was calculated as the difference of the state-specific
RASSCF total energies of the ionized and the neutral molecule. Core state energies of GS were
shifted by 3.05 eV by aligning the first resolved main peak of O1s XANES spectrum to
experiment (535.1 eV).59 The same shift value was then applied for all structures. Additionally,
for the ground state geometry, the simulated UV and XANES spectra compare well with
experiment59–62 and theoretical TD-DFT results36 (supplementary Fig. 17).
We then calculated the TDMs between all valence states m and core states p. The MCSCF
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i i are Slater’s determinants, kmj and jei are the CI coefficients. The transition
dipole matrix between jUMCSCFm i and jHMCSCFp i is given by











i i were calculated using the L€owdin rules.
63,64
C. ASRS signal simulations
Using wavefunction and dipole integral matrices, the signals were calculated by our home
built code. The two X-ray pulses were X polarized, while the molecule in the initial geometry
stays in the XY plane. The narrowband frequency x2 was set to 533.0 eV to coincide with the
first main peak in the O1s XANES spectra (an average value for all structures). The broadband
pulse central frequency x3 is set to 5 eV lower, and pulse duration r¼ 100 as. 0.13 eV lifetime
broadening was assumed for O1s core excited states.24 For all valence excited states, a generic
value of 0.05 eV was employed.36,65 For the detection window, x’s from 525 to 540 eV with
0.05 eV intervals were used. Point test was also carried out for CoIn-3 to examine the effects
of pulse (supplementary Fig. 18), where the narrowband frequency x2 was tuned from 529.0 eV
to 535.0 eV with x3 fixed at 528.0 eV.
Our ASRS simulation protocol can be summarized as follows:
1. Nonadiabatic MD simulations at the CASSCF/6-31G* level for 4 valence states (S0–S3) gener-
ate wavefunctions jWMCSCFn i and amplitudes dn; select representative snapshots for consequent
steps.
2. CASSCF/aug-cc-pVDZ calculations for 10 valence states (V0–V9) to get jUMCSCFm i.
3. RASSCF/aug-cc-pVDZ calculations for 50 core-excited states (C1–C50) yield the wavefunc-
tions jHMCSCFe i.
4. Project the amplitudes obtained from step 1 (dn) to the aug-cc-pVDZ level (cm) according to
supplementary Eq. (5).
5. Calculate the TDMs between jUMCSCFm i and jHMCSCFe i using Eq. (4).
6. The amplitudes from step 4 and TDMs from step 5 are used to calculate the signals Eqs.
(1)–(3).
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